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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Iconic rock drummer Todd Sucherman and Hudson Ltd. release new 2-DVD set,
Methods and Mechanics 2: Life on the Road - Songs, Solos, Stories and Lessons.
New York, NY (June 27, 2011) – Hudson Limited is pleased to announce that it is
teaming up with popular drummer Todd Sucherman (Styx, Brian Wilson, Jerry
Goodman, Spinal Tap, Eric Marienthal), to release Methods and Mechanics 2: Life on
the Road - Songs, Solos, Stories and Lessons. This brand-new 2-DVD set was coproduced by Todd and Eric Dorris, and is a follow-up to Todd's enormously successful,
multiple-award-winning first DVD release.
The four-hour, 2-DVD set ($29.99) includes 15 song performances with analysis and
breakdowns, including the music of Styx and others. Todd also covers topics such as
odd phrasing, hand exercises and applications, concepts for practice routines, and an
extensive look at ghost notes. He also touches on several topics rarely covered on other
drum DVDs, including career development ideas and concepts to navigate through life
as a touring/working musician. Many other concepts and tips are also presented, along
with several new drum solos.
“Todd is a world-class drummer, and one of the leading lights in rock drumming right
now,” says Hudson Music Senior Drum Editor Joe Bergamini. “So we were delighted
when we had the opportunity to team up with Todd on this DVD and his forthcoming
book project. With these products, Todd shows that he is not only a great player, but
also a great educator.”
“I'm excited to team up with Hudson Music for my second DVD release,” says Todd. “I
feel it's important to pass on useful information to other musicians and the next
generation of players. There's unique information on Methods and Mechanics II—
musically and conceptually—to help prepare musicians for working and touring in the
21st century. It is my hope that viewers are entertained, inspired, and excited to get
behind their drum kits.”
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About Hudson Music
Formed in 1998 by Rob Wallis and Paul Siegel, Hudson Music LLC (New York, NY) is a
leading producer and publisher of educational music books and videos. Distribution to
drum shops, music stores, and online retailers in the United States and Canada is
handled by the Hal Leonard Corp. Many Hudson Music products are available as
downloads at HudsonMusic.com.

